
*A small gist on how to approach the general public to create
awareness about vaccines*

Before beginning the ground level activities at your location please
mail Letter 51A document, to your local Police Station which
informs them that Under the Constitution of India we have full right
to tell the real facts about the covid vaccination.. Many of us have
gone and personally also handed over this document to our local
police stations and we have received support and full Cooperation..
infact many police personnel have thanked our members as we
are doing what they are unable to do.. So Truth ALWAYS WINS !!

You can download the document from this link below. Currently it
is in English, Hindi & Marathi

https://awakenindiamovement.com/article-51a-letter-for-police-
intimation/
Modus Operandi for ground level activities -"
In a public place like a garden we (a group of atleast 4 - 5 AIM
activists) 1st request people to come closer together so quite a
number of people can be addressed together at the same time.

Hello everyone can you please give us 5 minutes of your time .. we
would like to share something very important .. don't worry we are
not here to sell anything
So just a simple question to start with.. have you all taken the
covid vaccine ?? (Here mostly people happily reply that yes they
are all double dosed) Then we say OK fine but now the 3rd dose
has already come, 4th dose is coming 5th dose will come Israel is
already on their 5th dose and the maximum number of Corona
patients are in Israel ... how many doses will you keep taking..its
not going to end so soon... so this is something that we all need to
understand that taking the vaccines cannot and will not prevent
Corona only improving our health can ..
(Now we introduce ourselves) All of us here are from Awaken
India Movement a Citizens group which is spread all across India
consisting of doctors lawyers surgeons scientists researchers
industrialists common men etc.
We a strong group of people have been completely against all
mandates (now here we need to understand that the common man
on the street does not understand the word mandate)
i.e compulsory vaccination masks lockdowns testing etc. We
have filed 2 cases in the Mumbai high court with the help of Indian



Bar Association Sr. Counsel Shri Nilesh Ojha where recently we
have had a fantastic victory and the Disaster management act was
repealed (cancelled) and also we had filed 2 cases in the Supreme
Court where senior advocate Prashant Bhushan and senior
advocate Colin Gonsalves are our lawyers (Sharing these names
is important) and we won on the basis of science and that is the
reason there are currently no mandates for vaccines, testing and
masks, but you all should be aware that it was not an easy victory
against the pharma mafa and vaccine mafia!
We are completely against all the compulsion given for taking of
vaccines to attend office school's colleges go on local trains travel
wearing of masks lockdowns etc however regarding the children
vaccines we are completely against the vaccines itself why
because children do not get any Corona this is something not what
we are saying but the NTAGI doctor Jayprakash Muliyil and and
AIIMS Centre for Community Medicine Professor Dr Sanjay K
Rai who were in charge of the clinical trials for the vaccines are
themselves saying that children do not need the vaccines at all
because they do not get infected by the virus at all and mainly all
of you should know that this is a TRIAL vaccine it has only been
given emergency use authorization
All the animals on whom the vaccines were tried on have died ..
(Now here all of us hold up pictures of the vaccine victims and
stand in a circle).. we point out to all the different age groups that
have died after the vaccine 15 year old Arya 18 year old Rithaika
19 year old Nova, 20 year old Karunya 23 year old Fiona 31 year
old Mahima who was pregnant with twins etc and tell them.. We
are in touch with all the family members of these victims and and it
is absolutely hard heartbreaking cause once you lose a child
there's nothing one can do at all.. Hitesh Kadve at 23 year old from
Virar Mumbai wanted to catch a local train however due to the
vaccine compulsion he could not get a ticket so he took the
vaccine and within 2 hours he suffered very badly and passed
away.. for his mother he was her only family no husband no
brother no sister
. the only family she had .. now she is completely devastated..
what does one say to these parents who have lost the
children .. what we are saying to you is not being covered by by
the media by the doctors by the government etc that is the reason
we have had to come out on the streets and meet you people
because whenever we say anything on social media our YouTube
channel / Facebook Instagram Twitter accounts gets blocked so
now we have had to reach out to people by coming out on the



streets..
Our main purpose of coming to meet you people is to make you
aware that no matter what please DO NOT VACCINATE YOUR
CHILDREN and do not take the booster dose yourselves because
Corona can be healed very easily naturally Dr. Biswaroop Roy
Chowdhury has healed more than 60000 people with coconut
water and mosambi juices within 3 - 7 days.. he has successfully
run 2 open air hospitals where people even with oxygen level low
as 42 were treated with hugs without masks & PPE kits.. with raw
fruit juices sunlight pranayam with zero money zero medicines and
zero mortality .. There are many fantastic natural remedies in
Ayurveda homeopathy Naturopathy Anandiah K's natural
medicines which has got the approval from Andhra Pradesh high
court.
(We now start talking about masks)
How many of you smoke a cigarette (very few people raise their
hands) wearing of masks is even more dangerous than smoking a
cigarette the lung health will completely deteriorate due to mask
wearing As the oxygen level really reduces due to mask wearing
and we all know the main symptom which is projected of Corona is
lack of oxygen which is caused by mask wearing ..
& the other symptoms of Corona like cold cough flu loose motions
headache etc one must have got have got it hundreds of times in
their lives but only this time there is so much fear related to these
symptoms 1 should know that these symptoms are good and in
fact 1 should get it from time to time because it shows that the
body's immune system is good and has the ability to throw out
these toxins for e.g If a dust particle enters the eye . the eye will
automatically water but that doesn't mean its a disease . it is the
body's attempt to throw out the dust particle similarly if drinking
water comes bad in the house we boil the water and make the
water safe to drink similarly if there is any bacteria virus fungi
pathogen then the body will raise the temperature & throw out the
virus on its own so body is very intelligent and has an excellent
healing capacity we simply need to support the body with proper
nutrition rest and pranayam.
One thing by now we all have to realise is Corona is a disease only
for the rich people. how many people do you know who live on
the streets who have got coronavirus plus election rallies no
corona.. this fear psychosis is created by 2 years of brain washing
and is especially because of the testing game. Kary Mullis the
inventor of the test himself said you cannot use it to diagnose
people & he mysteriously passed away in 2019.. a healthy person



like you and me if we go and test ourselves we will definitely come
positive this is the whole game of testing Asymptomatic people
and and increasing the number of cases because it's all the media
speaks about is cases.

Yes people definitely died but also one should know that ICMR
changed the method of counting people who have died with
Corona and not because of Corona so people who died of cancer
heart disease diabetes accidents suicides if they tested positive
they were also counted as Corona deaths !.Inspite of doing this the
number of people who died in 2020 and 2021 were lesser as
compared to 2019 2018 2017 so lesser number of people have
died .. Secondly people have died in hospitals . how many people
do you know of who have died at home So people have died in
hospitals due to unapproved untested drugs which were given to
people like Remdesivir / Fabipiravir which were created for ebola
and have been banned in many countries but still being used in
India WHY !!
AstraZeneca which is known as covishield in India is also banned
in several countries but in India it is being given extensively to the
entire population.

All of us standing here have NEVER WORN A MASK, NOT PAID
ANY FINE NOR HAVE TAKEN A vaccine and are very much alive.

Finally we also inform them about lockdown compensation that all
the other countries where lockdown was announced compensation
was provided by the Government and as per the disaster
management act and pandemic act in the same document where
the lockdown is written there is a provision for compensation we
encourage people to file for lockdown compensation (details given
on AIM website) in order to put pressure on the government so
that in future no further lockdowns are announced EVER !!

We finally inform them that they should be aware of the draconian
health draft bill which going to be introduced in the Monsoon
session of Parliament which allows the government to forcibly
"test", "quarantine" and "vaccinate" the people of India.

https://indianexpress.com/article/india/new-health-law-draft-four-
tier-system-clearly-defined-powers-7828695/lite/

Any person can be "examined", "vaccinated"



The Bill empowers the government of a state or union territory to
conduct any medical examination, which includes laboratory
examination, and provide vaccination or treatment for any such
disease to a person who is exposed, suffering, or *suspected* to
be suffering from such disease.

The provision *fails to address the significance of consent* of the
concerned person for conducting such medical or laboratory
examination, and providing vaccination or treatment.

WE INFORM THEM THAT WE ALL NEED TO AWAKEN &
SPEAK UP AS OUR BASIC FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS &
FREEDOM IS AT STAKE HERE !!

Qs by the public -

Qs- But I contracted corona & got severe breathing problem and
was saved due to hospitals.
Ans - Did U wear masks .. Yes .. Masks become a collection
center of all the viruses bacteria pathogens and every time you
breathe in it really affects your lung health Secondly you have to
really thank God that in spite of hospitalization you were saved
because there are so many many people who have lost their lives
because of these untested unapproved drugs which has even has
been acknowledged by WHO that 12% of the deaths have been
due to Remdesivir WHO in November 2020 releasef the data of
Europe that 12,% of the people who have died in hospitals due to
coronavirus actually died because of the antiviral injection from
Remdesivir so immediately they had taken it out and disabled from
the treatment protocol but Indian government and ICMR didn't ban
it and they kept it for doctor's discretion and after that we had the
Delta game and we know how people paid anywhere between
30000 to 1 lakh of rupees For this banned injection.

Qs - But so-and-so person I knew died at home and not in the
hospital and went through severe breathing problem.
Ans - Here we speak about 5 G and its effects. We encourage
people to make their diet 50% raw workout in the open air walk
bare foot on soil which will help to reduce the is the radiation
effects.

Qs - But how to then go to office or travel or attend schools or give



exams without the vaccination certificate..
Ans - We then have to inform them that vaccination is completely
voluntary.. we have the RTI copies .. the Supreme Court affidavit
which clearly mentions that vaccination is not only voluntary but
also no one has the right to ask for any vaccination status and if
one is giving the vaccines they have to mention about the adverse
effects including death which can take place due to
vaccination. Also we have the written order from the education
department which clearly mentions that vaccination is not required
to appear for 10th and 12th board exams so if any school or
college is saying this we tell them to let us .. we will contact them
and get their notice reversed.
We also inform them about the government of maharashtra 8th
October order which clearly mentions the definition of a vaccinated
person includes those carrying a medical exemption certificate
thus we use these medical exemption certificates to happily travel
go to mall's offices schools colleges etc. We also let them know
about INFORMED CONSENT of parents Which includes
informing that vaccination is voluntary, ingredients of the vaccine
(FBS, human embryonic cells etc) any side effects including death
which the vaccines can cause and also those people who are not
eligible for the vaccine .. without giving this informed consent
children cannot be given any kind of vaccine.

Qs - What about testing ?
Ans - We let them know that as per the latest guidelines of ICMR ..
Asymptomatic testing is completely disallowed thus people need
not give their RTPC test to attend offices colleges etc secondly for
domestic interstate travel also the submission of RTPCR test is
withdrawn.

Qs - If we don't wear masks then we are fined.
Ans - Wearing of masks definitely makes us all feel suffocated as
each of U must have experienced because it is not about health at
all it is all about control. You have no identity, no voice, no opinion,
no existence ..basically about mind control which makes you like a
slave .. We show them the RTI which says wearing of masks is
completely voluntary & The ministry of health and family welfare
guidelines clearly mention that healthy people are not to wear
masks. we also inform them that as per the disaster management
act there is no provision that anybody can be fined for anything We
advise them to carry hard copies of these documents which are
available on Awaken India Movement website and they should



carry these physical printouts wherever they go so that they have
the knowledge and can calmly and confidently inform the mask
marshals that they are aware of their rights and cannot be fined at
all. In these times these documents and knowledge is our best
weapon.

Qs - But why is the Government doing this ? Aren't they aware?
Ans -: Here we ask a simple question please answer if the
population of India is less or more then they all reply more..so how
to reduce the population and immediately it clicks to
them..understanding really sinks in .. when we say the population
is more and people themselves go and lineup for the vaccine who
are they going to blame the government or themselves for not
researching more.
We also tell them to research about Event 201 Which took place
in October 2019 where the entire plan was discussed how the
lockdowns will be announced how masks will be made compulsory
how testing will be imposed how vaccines will be given etc and all
200 plus countries participated in this event including India
We also ask them to research about new world order .. the great
reset and agenda 2030. (Not much about these is said by us.. only
these words are mentioned so that they can start researching and
thinking themselves)

Qs - But I have taken the vaccine and nothing has happened to
me I feel absolutely fine.
Ans - Please give a huge thank you to your God that hopefully you
have been injected with the placebo that is saline water or glucose
water.. because many people who have got the real vaccine have
died in In fact many of you must have heard about young deaths
which are happening due to heart attacks brain strokes etc but
nobody is connecting them to the vaccines.

Qs - What to do now that since we have already taken the vaccine
and I don't feel so good ?
Ans - We share the vaccine detox protocol with them on their
phone numbers since we have not taken these printouts

Finally we tell all of them we have been successful in reaching you
personally and have given you the flyer and our website details
which contains all the information including our helpline numbers
now it becomes your responsibility to share this in your respective
WhatsApp groups family groups Facebook etc and give this



knowledge to more and more people in your circle and thereby
save lives because Each one of you will be answerable to your
God that you got this knowledge and and you did not do anything.

There are many people who want to know more about the vaccine
detox and thus we advise the local area admins to create a
Whatsapp "AIM Information Group" in their location and keep
adding the people who are interested to learn more where the AIM
people can slowly everyday share the real Truth about the entire
scam and the proposed new world order. In this manner we slowly
create more Awakening & increase our strength & when the
MASSES AWAKEN what can the elites really do . The Truth
ALWAYS WINS.. SATYAMEV JAYATE


